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Abstract

The crack paths, generated by Vickers indentation in
Si3N4±SiCw composites, were analysed from a
quantitative point of view, in order to distinguish
between the possible toughening mechanisms
involved. It was found that the roughness parameter
RL and the fractal dimension D describe the geome-
trical features of the cracks and evidence the aniso-
tropy of the microstructure, due to the whisker and
Si3N4b-grain orientation. The relationships found
between fracture toughness and these geometrical
parameters emphasise the importance of the crack
de¯ection mechanism in improving toughness and
provide information on the role played by micro-
structure in determining the mechanical properties of
a composite. # 1999 Elsevier Science Limited. All
rights reserved
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1 Introduction

Fractal geometry, developed by Mandelbrot in
1977,1 has been successfully used to describe quan-
titatively complex shapes such as fracture surfaces
in metal,2 ceramic3,4 and polymeric5 materials. This
description is based on the assumption that crack
propagation in materials is a fractal process and the
crack surface presents a self-similar property, i.e. its
shape is statistically invariant under isotropic scale
transformations. This fractal approach, widely dis-
cussed6±9 after the ®rst works of Mandelbrot,
represents a new way to quantitatively characterise
the topography of a surface and to avoid the in¯u-
ence of the magni®cation used in obtaining fracto-

graphic data.10,11 A concept such as roughness,
which is sensitive to magni®cation, is replaced by an
exponent that refers not to the roughness itself, but
to the way in which the roughness changes when the
observation scale changes. For a fracture surface,
for example, this exponent is the fractal dimension
D, a scale invariant parameter which varies between
2 and 3 as a function of the geometrical complexity
of the system.
Fracture surface analysis, by fractal geometry,

has been applied to distinguish the geometrical
e�ects of di�erent fracture mechanisms. For sev-
eral ceramic materials, a direct correlation between
fracture toughness KIC, and the fractional part of
the fractal dimension D*, has been found3,4,12:

KIC � K0 � AD�0�5

where A is a constant for classes of materials char-
acterised by the same microstructural features. The
A value can be related to the fracture mechanism at
the atomic level and suggests some interesting
relationships between microstructure and toughness.
The present study involved the investigation of

fracture processes by analysing the geometry of
crack pro®les instead of fracture surfaces. The
crack paths generated in di�erent Si3N4±SiCw

composites were analysed in order to obtain infor-
mation about the toughening mechanisms
involved. It is well known that the fracture tough-
ness and strength of Si3N4 ceramics can be
increased by the addition of whiskers.13,14 The
resulting toughening e�ect is due to crack de¯ec-
tion, bridging of whiskers, debonding and pull-out
as well as residual stresses caused by thermal
expansion mismatch.14±16 The toughness of these
materials then is closely related to their micro-
structural features. Since fractal analysis allows
one to quantify crack roughness, it was possible to
evaluate the contribution of the crack de¯ection
mechanism in controlling crack propagation and to
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study the relationship between microstructure and
mechanical properties.
Finally, the crack parameters were extrapolated

to the corresponding fracture surface para-
meters17,18 in order to compare them with those
reported in literature for other materials.3,4

2 Experimental Part

Four samples of Si3N4 containing 0, 5, 10 and 20%
of SiC whiskers prepared by hot-pressing19 were
analysed. For each composite, two surfaces, per-
pendicular and parallel to the hot pressing direc-
tion, were cut and polished in order to obtain two
series of three samples each. For the Si3N4 sample,
only the surface perpendicular to the hot pressing
direction was considered.
The cracks, obtained by Vickers indentation with

a load of 98.1N, were observed with a scanning
electron microscope, SEM. The corresponding
micrographs all taken at the same magni®cation,
were elaborated by image analysis and their pro®les
were digitised. The fracture toughness KIC, was
determined using the Vickers indentation technique
and the Anstis equation.20

3 Theoretical Background

3.1 Analysis of a pro®le
A fractal object is characterised by a dimension
that could be a fractional number, included
between the Euclidean dimension of the object
and the dimension of the space where the object
itself is embedded. The fractal dimension of an
irregular curve, such as a crack, has a value
between 1 and 2, depending on the shape and
geometry of the curve. The problem of how to
determine this number was ®rst discussed by
Mandelbrot,1,21 who observed that when the mag-
ni®cation is increased or the size of the measuring
unit decreased, the length of an irregular curve
increases without limit. This e�ect is described by
the following equation:

L��� � L0�
ÿ�Dÿ1� �1�

where L is the real length, L0 is a constant with
dimension of L, � is the size of the measuring unit
and D, varying between 1 and 2, represents the
fractal dimension of the curve. (Dÿ 1) = D� is the
fractional part of the fractal parameter of the irre-
gular pro®le. The linear form of eqn (1) is:

lnL��� � lnL0 ÿ �Dÿ 1� ln � �2�

The parameter D can be obtained from the slope of
the straight line obtained in the plot lnL��� versus
ln �, known as Richardson plot.
Often, the linearity predicted by eqn (2) is not

observed; L is expected to increase without limit
for �! 0, while it tends to a limit value for small
values of �. Underwood et al.17,18 discussed the
problem of how to linearize this plot. They used
the term RL = L=L0, where L is the real length of
the irregular curve and L0 is the projected length.
This term represents the tortuosity of the irregular
pro®le and is useful in order to compare the length
of di�erent objects. The dependence of RL on � has
the same form as eqn (1), dividing both sides of
eqn (1) by L0:

RL��� � RL0�
ÿ�Dÿ1� �3�

that in the logarithmic plot often shows a reversed
sigmoidal trend. The linearization of this plot was
obtained by Underwood17 and co-workers with the
following expression:

log log
RL� �0ÿ RL� �1

RL��� ÿ RL� �1

� �
� log

�

2�3
� �

� � log � �4�

where �RL�0 and �RL�1 represent the asymptotes
as �! 0 and �!1 respectively; � and � are
constants. D� � �� 1 is the new fractal parameter
proposed by the authors and is more e�ective than
the conventional fractal parameter D, to describe
the geometry of an irregular curve.
Because the experimental data obtained in this
work show a sigmoidal trend in the plot logRL

versus log � and not versus �, as eqn (4) requires,
an alternative approach was adopted. A slightly
di�erent equation is proposed to determine the
fractal parameter of an irregular pro®le, based on
the general equation describing a reversed sigmoi-
dal curve:

y � exp�ÿkxn� �5�

where y varies between 0 and 1, k is a constant and
n is the fractal parameter correlated to the geo-
metry of the object analysed. The idea that n is a
fractal parameter is suggested by studies on the
relaxation kinetics of thermodynamic properties
described by equations similar to eqn (5) where the
n exponent, a fractal coe�cient,22 varies between 0
and 1. The linearization of eqn (5) is obtained by
eqn (6) that allows a straight line to be obtained,
the intercept of which is log k0 and the slope of
which is n

log�ÿ log y� � log k0 � n log x �6�
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For the present case, y corresponds to logRL���
and x to log �. Because the values of y have to vary
between 0 and 1, it is necessary to divide logRL���
by log�RL�0, where log�RL�0 represents the asymp-
totic value of logRL��� when log �! 0. The fol-
lowing linear equation is obtained:

log ÿ log
logRL���
log RL� �0

� �
� logK0 � n log�log �� �7�

where n lower than 1, represents the fractional
part of the fractal parameter. The fractal dimen-
sion of the irregular curve called Dn, is obtained by
adding 1 (the Euclidean dimension of a line) to the
n value. In order to compare the parameter Dn, to
the `classical' fractal dimension D, we also tried to
obtain the D values by linear regression analysis of
the plots of logRL��� versus log � using the central
portion of each curve.
The experimental data required to apply the eqn

(7) are the values of L for di�erent � values; they
were calculated by the application of the dividers
technique.23 By changing �, di�erent polygonal
approximations of the pro®le are obtained. Their
total length L, can be calculated by adding the
distances from point to point, with the Pythagor-
ean rule:

L �
Xn
i�n

����������������������������������������������������
�xi ÿ xiÿ1�2 � �yi ÿ yiÿ1�2

q
�8�

where the index i counts through the list of points.
Equation (8) shows that the minimum distance
between two points in the x-axis is equal to
�xi ÿ xiÿ1� and is the smallest size of the measuring
unit �. When i-1 is substituted for i-2 in eqn (8), �
doubles and L decreases. If the procedure is repe-
ated by substituting iÿ 1 for iÿ 3, iÿ 4 etc., the
length L continues to decrease and the values of L
as a function of � are obtained. When the nÿth
point is used for the calculation of L, it is possible
to choose between n di�erent starting points xn,
each of which gives a slightly di�erent total length.
For this reason the calculation of L��� was made
for every possible starting point and the ®nal L���
value is an average of all the L��� data. This
improves the precision of the resulting ®t.24

3.2 Fracture surfaces

A fractal surface is characterised by a dimension
varying between 2 and 3 depending on its com-
plexity. Many experimental methods have been
developed to determine the fractal dimension of a
surface by analysing directly fracture surfaces of
both metals and ceramics.
Also several analytical methods have been

proposed to determine the fractal dimension of

a surface, based on a knowledge of the corre-
sponding roughness parameter of a curve, RL.
These methods have been applied when vertical
sections through the fracture surface were ana-
lysed.11,17,18 Directly from RL by using a linear
parametric equation, it is possible to calculate the
corresponding surface parameter RS, de®ned as the
ratio between the real surface area S��2� divided by
its projected area. The equation that provides the
best ®t of all known experimental data is:11

Rs � 4

�
�RL ÿ 1� � 1 �9�

where Rs represents the surface roughness. The
dependence of Rs from �2 is based on the fractal
characteristics of the surface. By analogy to the pro-
®le of a curve, an equation similar to eqn (7) was
found in order to determine the fractal exponent:

log ÿ log
logRs �

2
ÿ �

log�Rs�0

� �� �
ÿ logK00 � ns log log �2

ÿ �
�10�

where log�RS�0 represents the asymptotic value of
logRS��2� when log��2� ! 0; nS varies between 0
and 1 and represents the fractal characteristics of
surfaces. This fractal analysis procedure can be
applied to the crack path, if it is assumed that the
geometrical characteristics of the crack pro®le can
be extrapolated to three-dimensionality and corre-
spond to the geometrical characteristics of the
hypothetical fracture surface obtained in the bulk
sample. This extrapolation corresponds to a pas-
sage from a fractal dimension between 1 and 2
(irregular curve) to a fractal dimension between
2 and 3 (irregular surface). In this way it is possible
to compare the experimental data obtained in the
present study with those reported in literature for
fractal surfaces.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Analysis of the crack geometry
Whisker orientation during hot-pressing of ceramic
composites, leads to anisotropy in both the
morphology and mechanical properties of the
composites.13,25 In the plane perpendicular to the
hot-pressing direction, the whiskers are essentially
randomly oriented with their axis parallel to the
plane (Fig. 1, case a). The interaction between
whiskers and growing cracks is random and iso-
tropic, consequently 1? and 2? type cracks have
similar lengths and shapes. In the plane parallel to
the hot-pressing direction, whiskers show either
their sections or their axes aligned perpendicularly
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to the hot-pressing direction, (Fig. 1, case b). As a
consequence, type 1// cracks are shorter than type
2// cracks. It should be pointed out that X-ray dif-
fraction patterns indicate, according to the proce-
dure suggested by Lange,26 that also the elongated
�-grains showed a preferred orientation perpendi-
cular to the hot-pressing direction in all the sam-
ples tested. The orientation of these grains together
with the distribution of the whiskers in¯uence the
degree of crack de¯ection according to the plane
where the crack is analysed. In order to emphasise
this e�ect on the length and shape of a crack, for
the samples tested, di�erently oriented cracks with
respect to the pressing direction, crack types 1?,
2?, 1// and 2// were analysed separately. The aim of
this analysis was to study the average tendency of a
crack to present a particular path geometry rather
than another one and to try to explain this char-
acteristic with microstructural considerations.
Reported in Table 1 are the �RL�0 values, extra-

polated to �! 0, for the samples analysed in the
three di�erent orientations. This roughness para-
meter can suggest some quantitative indications

about the crack tortuosity. The Si3N4 sample
without whiskers is characterised by a low �RL�0
value, due to a quasi-linear crack path. The pre-
sence of a low degree of crack de¯ection depends
on the grain shape and on the intergranular frac-
ture behaviour.13 In the plane perpendicular to the
hot-pressing axis, the e�ect of the presence of
whiskers is evident in the increase of path tortuos-
ity for the composites, even though the random
and not very high values of �RL�0 for crack types
1? and 2? are probably due to a disordered dis-
position of whiskers on the surface. The most
important e�ect of the presence of whiskers is evi-
dent for crack type 1// in the plane parallel to the
hot-pressing axis, where the highest �RL�0 values
for every whisker percentage are due to the �-Si3N4

grain alignment and whisker orientation. SEM
micrographs show that the cracks are usually
de¯ected by whiskers, placed perpendicularly to
the direction of crack growth, causing a very rough
path, Fig. 2 (a). This e�ect is particularly sig-
ni®cant for a whisker percentage of 20%, which
leads to a considerable increase in path tortuosity.
On the other hand, the in¯uence of whisker

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the whiskers orientation in
a hot pressed sample (Ref. 25).

Table 1. Roughness parameter �RL�0 calculated for the dif-
ferent types of cracks

Whisker
content
%

�RL�0

Crack
types

1?and 2?

Crack
type 1//

Crack
type 2//

0 1.17 ± ±
5 1.26 1.25 1.24
10 1.15 1.40 1.24
20 1.48 1.72 1.30

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of crack pro®les in the Si3N4±10%
SiCw sample: (a) crack type 1//, the bar is 1.3�m, and (b) crack

type 2//, the bar is 1�m.
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percentage on the tortuosity of crack path and,
then, on the degree of crack de¯ection is not
very signi®cant for type 2// cracks, with the excep-
tion of the composite with 20% of whiskers. These
cracks are parallel to the whisker axis and tend to
go straight on, following the whisker edge with a
mechanism that does not cause a very rough
path, Fig. 2 (b).
The plot of logRL��� versus log��� is a sigmoidal

curve and its linear extrapolations provide the
fractal parameters D and Dn. Figure 3 shows that
D increases linearly with increasing �RL�0, inde-
pendently of the sample composition, the plane
containing the crack and the whisker orientation.
Therefore, D is a measure of the roughness of the
crack path.
Di�erently, the dependence of Dn on �RL�0 var-

ies according to the kind of crack, Fig. 4. Dn is
nearly constant for type 1? and 2? cracks, with the
exception of the Si3N4 sample without whiskers.
For the other cracks, Dn increases with increasing
(RL�0, but with a di�erent trend. Thus, Dn has a
more complex dependence on crack geometry than
D and seems to be able to di�erentiate between
cracks obtained in di�erent conditions with regard
to indentation plane and whisker orientation. This
is the same result obtained by Underwood and co-
workers17,18, who show that their new fractal
parameter D� calculated using eqn (4), presents a
di�erent dependence, with respect to RL, Rs and D,
from the tempering temperature for their samples.
To obtain a better understanding of this result,

crack pro®les were analysed according to their
geometric characteristics. The average number of
the crack de¯ections per unit length, the average
length of the linear segments and the de¯ection
angles were measured. The average length of the
rectilinear segments l, was evaluated by counting
the average number of de¯ections d, that the crack
showed along its path L0 and by dividing the real
crack length L by this number, Table 2.

Figure 5 shows the percent frequency of de¯ec-
tion angles in the range from 0 to 100� for the
sample containing 5% whiskers and analysed in
the three di�erent directions. From the results of
Table 2 and Fig. 5, type 1? and 2? cracks are
characterised by a high percentage of low de¯ec-
tion angles, included between 0 and 20�, by a large
number of de¯ections along the path and by short
linear segments. This kind of trajectory induces
relatively low values of �RL�0. Cracks of the type
1//, on the contrary, show a signi®cantly high per-
centage of de¯ection angles in the range of 60�, a
low number of de¯ections, long linear segments
and then, high �RL�0 values. For type 2// cracks
there are a high percentage of de¯ection angles in
the range of 40� and long linear segments, but the
path tortuosity does not change with the whisker
percentage.
In conclusion, cracks appear to be geometrically

di�erent depending on the whisker orientation.
The fractal parameter Dn allows one to distinguish
di�erent crack pro®les on the basis not only of their
roughness but also of their particular geometry.

4.2 Correlation between fractal parameters and
fracture toughness
Since the fracture toughness is calculated from the
length of the cracks emerging from the Vickers
impressions, it is reasonable that the calculated KIC

values are in¯uenced by the anisotropy of the
materials. The fracture toughness increases as the
percentage of whiskers increases, in particular for
type 1// cracks, as reported in literature13,25

The values of KIC are reported in Fig. 6 as a
function of the fractal parameter D. Two di�erent
behaviours can be identi®ed. In general, for type
1? and 2? cracks, in the plane perpendicular to
the hot-pressing direction, KIC does not change as
a function of D, with the exception of the sample
Si3N±4 20% SiCw. Instead, the toughness increases
linearly with increasing D for type 1// cracks and,

Fig. 3. Fractal parameter D as a function of the roughness
parameter �RL�0. The numbers in the plot represent the per-

centage of whiskers in the samples.

Fig. 4. Fractal parameter Dn as a function of the roughness
parameter (RL)0. The numbers in the plot represent the per-

centage of whiskers in the samples.
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in particular, for the sample containing 20% whis-
kers, without any distinction between the di�erent
whisker orientations. Because D is proportional to
the crack roughness, it is evident that an increase in
tortuosity and then, in crack de¯ection, causes a
rise in fracture toughness for type 1// cracks and in
general, for the sample containing 20%SiCw but
not for type 1? and 2?cracks.
By comparing all the results, it is evident that the

improvement in toughness in type 1// cracks, up to
6.1MPam0�5, is mainly connected to (i) the tortu-
osity, which increases as the whisker content
increases, and (ii) the presence of high deviation
angles. This crack geometry is a direct consequence
of the microstructure, where the SiC-whiskers and
the �-grains of Si3N4 have their axes perpendicular
to the crack growth. It is interesting to note that
high KIC values are related to high de¯ection
angles, in agreement with the experimental data
reported by Willkens et al.,27 showing that the
fracture toughness of Si3N4±40%SiCw samples
increases as the angle between crack plane and
whisker axis increases.
On the other hand, type 1? or 2? cracks are not

very rough, with the exception of the 20%SiCw

composite, and present low de¯ection angles. For
this direction, the mechanism of crack de¯ection is
not very e�cient to improve toughness. Only when
the percentage of whiskers is high, 20%, does this
mechanism appear to be more consistent.

For type 2// cracks, the toughness increases as
the percentage of whiskers increases, even though
the tortuosity does not change. Other toughening
mechanisms are involved, di�erent from crack
de¯ection, such as crack bridging,28 which is not
necessarily associated with an increase in rough-
ness. More probably, in this direction crack brid-
ging and crack de¯ection are both the dominant
toughening mechanisms. When the SiCw content
increases up to 20%, the rise in the �RL�0 values
indicates that the crack de¯ection mechanism has
become predominant.
In Fig. 7, showing the KIC values as a function of

Dn, three di�erent trends can be identi®ed,
depending on three di�erent whisker orientations;
only type 1? or 2? cracks obtained in the 20%SiCw

sample show a peculiar behaviour. These linear
relationships seem to correspond to di�erent crack
geometries and di�erent contributions of crack
de¯ection, i.e. Dn discriminates between the frac-
ture mechanisms involved.
In conclusion, the geometrical analysis of the

crack pro®le provides quantitative information
about the microstructural anisotropy of the sam-
ples, suggesting the most e�ective trajectory and
the corresponding microstructure to improve
toughness. The high values of KIC are obtained
when the crack de¯ection mechanism causes large
de¯ection angles and tortuosity. These geometric
peculiarities are present in particular when the

Table 2. Average number of crack de¯ections per unit length, d, and average length of the linear segments, l, calculated for the
di�erent types of cracks

Whisker
content %

d (mmÿ1) l (mm)

Crack types
1? and 2?

Crack
type 1//

Crack
type 2//

Crack types
1? and 2?

Crack
type 1//

Crack
type 2//

0 3.05 ± ± 0.38 ± ±
5 4.61 2.74 2.49 0.31 0.46 0.50
10 4.57 2.68 2.47 0.30 0.51 0.50
20 4.71 2.73 2.76 0.33 0.63 0.47

Fig. 6. Fracture toughness as a function of the fractal para-
meter D. The numbers in the plot represent the percentage of

whiskers in the samples.
Fig. 5. Frequency of the de¯ection angles in the Si3N4-

5%SiCw sample.
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cracks grow perpendicularly to the whisker axis
and the percentage of whiskers is 20%.

4.3 Geometry-energy correlation
The existence of a linear correlation between KIC

and surface fractal parameters, according to the
relationship:

KIC � K0 � E a0� �0�5
h i

D�0�5 �11�

where E is the elastic modulus, a0 is a characteristic
length involved in the fracture process and D� is
the fractional part of the fractal parameter, has
been reported in the literature.3,4,12 According to
eqn (11), the materials are divided into `families'
with the same value of E�a0�0�5. The presence of
these classes of materials has been discussed in
many papers and, in spite of some contra-
dictions,4,7 it seems useful to identify possible rela-
tionships between microstructure and mechanical
properties. In particular, the slope of the straight
line obtained in the plot KIC versus (D*) 0�5 allows
one to calculate the a0 value, that provides infor-
mation on the fracture at the atomic level from
data obtained with macroscopic observations.
The KIC values of the tested Si3N4±SiCw samples

versus �nS�0�5 calculated using the eqn (10), are
reported in Fig. 8 together with some data from the
literature.3,4 For these latter, the fractal parameter
is D*, determined directly on fracture surfaces
using di�erent experimental methodologies. It is
interesting to observe that, for the samples tested in
the present study, the general trend is that the
KIC increases as the fractal parameter increases
in agreement with results reported in the litera-
ture.3,4,12,29,30 Figure 8 shows that the samples
containing 0,5 and 10%SiCw belong to one of the
`families' of materials described in the literature,
characterised by a fracture behaviour controlled by
crack de¯ection. It is possible also to observe that

the composite with 20% whiskers, characterised by
the highest KIC values, belongs to another `family'
of materials, together with two other composites of
the zirconia-alumina system, analysed by the
authors.31

The slope of the straight line characterising every
family allows one to calculate the a0 values: using
the data of Young's modulus reported in literature,19

a0 results equal to 3AÊ for 0, 5 and 10%SiCw com-
posites and 6AÊ for 20% SiCw. Mecholsky et al.12

suggest that this atomic length a0 is related to the
breaking process that controls the fracture. For
single crystals and polycrystalline materials, a0
varies between 1 and 4AÊ , a value of the order of
the atomic radii. In this case the breaking of
atomic bonds is the controlling process for frac-
ture. For glass-ceramics, a0 presents higher values,
ranging between 20 and 70AÊ . These lengths can be
associated with the presence of molecular units like
crystal clusters surrounded by glassy phases. The
fracture energy c, i.e. the energy/unit area
required to form new crack surfaces, can be calcu-
lated using the relationship:32

c � a0D
�

2
E �12�

This equation is very signi®cant because it
relates the macroscopic fracture energy c, to the
atomic energy �Ea0�, through a geometrical para-
meter, D* In the present case, the fracture energy
can be evaluated on the basis of knowledge of the
elastic modulus E and the geometrical parameters
a0 and nS, obtained by the fractal analysis on crack
pro®les. Table 3 collects some results about
energy±geometry relationships for di�erent mate-
rials.12,32

The ®rst ®ve samples in Fig. 3 are characterised
by low ao values, 1±3AÊ , that correspond to the
breaking of atomic bonds. In this case, the fracture

Fig. 7. Fracture toughness as a function of the fractal para-
meter Dn. The numbers in the plot represent the percentage of

whiskers in the samples. Fig. 8. Fracture toughness as a function of the fractal para-
meters ns and D*. The numbers in the plot represent the per-

centage of whiskers in the samples.
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energy necessary for cracks to grow is low and,
therefore the toughness is low, depending on the E
values. The other samples, instead, have higher a0
values, up to 76 AÊ . This result means that the
fracture process involves larger units, such as clus-
ters. The fracture energy and, then, the toughness
are higher because the microstructure of the mate-
rials is more resistance to fracture.

For the Si3N4±20%SiCw sample, the a0 value is
slightly higher than for the other composites and
the fracture energy shows a larger value for all the
directions. In this case the microstructure seems to
form a strong barrier to crack propagation. This
conclusion is supported by microstructural obser-
vations on these samples by Backhaus-Ricoult et
al.,33 who identify the presence of agglomerates of
whiskers that could be the cause of a more impor-
tant degree of crack de¯ection. This result explains
the peculiar behaviour of this sample in Figs 6 and
7. However, the similar values of a0 found for all
the composites analysed suggest that the breaking
process at the atomic level could be always the
same; probably a more thorough analysis of the
microstructure of the samples would be useful to
con®rm the results obtained.

5 Conclusions

Fractal analysis of the crack geometry of di�erent
Si3N4-SiCw composites has shown the potentiality
of a quantitative approach in understanding the
fracture mechanism in ceramic composites. The
crack path appears to be a spectrum of the micro-
structure of the system and underlines the aniso-
tropy of the materials, due to the orientation of the
whiskers and �-grains of Si3N4.
Two parameters, the tortuosity RL and the frac-

tal dimension Dn of the cracks, re¯ect the impor-
tance of the crack de¯ection mechanism in
improving toughness. Extrapolation of the fractal
analysis of crack pro®les to the corresponding
fracture surface allows one to determine the length
involved in the fracture process and the fracture

energy. In the present study, this extrapolation
showed that the high KIC value found for the
composite with 20%SiCw could be due to the pre-
sence of clusters of whiskers. These results clearly
indicate that the application of fractal analysis to
the study of crack geometry in composite materials
may well be an interesting technique to obtain a
better understanding of the role that micro-
structure plays in the fracture process.
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